**General form:**

```python
for item in list:
    statement(s)
```

```python
sms = ["lol", "bff", "?4u"]
for message in sms:
    print( message )
```

**OUTPUT:**

```
lol
bff
?4u
```
What gets printed?

```python
fb = ['like', 'unfriend', 'unfollow']
for post in fb:
    print( post )
```

**OUTPUT:**

```
like
unfriend
unfollow
```
What gets printed?

```python
fb = ['like', 'unfriend', 'unfollow']
num = 1

for post in fb:
    print(num)
    num = num + 1
```
What gets printed?

```python
fb = ['like', 'unfriend', 'unfollow']
num = 1

for post in fb:
    num = num + 1

print(num)
```
What gets printed?

```python
midterms = [ 88, 94, 70, 55 ]
count = 1
for m in midterms:
    count = count + 1
print(count)
```
midterms = [ 88, 94, 70, 55, 96 ]
for m in midterms:
    if( m > 90 ):
        print("I like ", m)